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Saturated Absorption with Spatially Separated Laser Fields:
Observation of Optical "Ramsey" Fringes*
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Astrop&falsies,

We have observed Ramsey's interference fringes in the opticaI. region using saturatedabsorption techniques in a fast atomic beam. We discuss their physical origin and describe an optical configurationthat guarantees fringes of high symmetry. This technique,
with its high-resolution potential, should lead to dramatic improvements in spectral
measurements.

In high-resolution optical spectroscopy, Doppler
broadening and transit-time broadening pose problems. Doppler broadening can be nearly eliminat"atuarated abed by two nonlinear techniques
sorption and two-photon spectroscopy. Transittime broadening due to the absorber's motion
through the light beam can be reduced by using
larger apertures. For example with a 30-cm aperture, resolution of -10" was recently obtained. '
Further scaling to approach the 10'2-10" resolution domain is troublesome, since large aberration-free wavefronts would be needed. In the microwave region, one of the most successful techniques for obtaining high resolution is Ramsey's
method of using the interference arising from the
interaction of a quantum absorber with two separated regions of the radiation field. Synthesis of
this "Ramsey" idea with nonlinear spectroscopy
has been studied. ' In the case of two-photon
spectroscopy, it is sufficient to use two Dopplerfree interactions separated in time, and this type
of optical Ramsey effect has recently been observed by Salour. ' In saturated absorption, both
the Doppler effect and the shortness of the wavelength need to be considered. As we discuss later, to obtain high resolution with "Ramsey'* interference, we need three separated radiation zones. ~
The periodic phase shift between corresponding
points on adjacent "Ramsey" fringes will be developed by a smaller frequency interval if the
interzone transit time is increased.
W'e now describe the first experimental observation of three-zone optical "Ramsey" fringes.
The experiment, shown in Pig. 1, used a monovelocity beam' of metastable neon atoms interacting with spatially separated light beams from
a frequency-stabilized single-mode dye laser.
A few microamperes of "Ne' from a hot-cathode
ion source were accelerated to 5-50 keV and
focused through a Na oven, Efficient charge exchange occurred via the reaction Ne'+ Na-Ne(ls, )

'

'

-0.

~ Na' with an energy defect of only
2 eV. The
metastable-atom beam was about 2 mm in diameter and in the 2-mrad fonvard cone, the spread
in velocities was hu/v & 10 e.
Saturation of the 1ss-2p, (5882-A) transition
was adequate at 50-mW laser power even for our
fast atom beam (v/c —10 '). The interaction was
detected with high sensitivity via the strong 2p,
-1s, fluorescence (6599 A) with an appropriately
filtered photomultiplier.
The ~Ne atomic system,
being free of hyperfine structure, facilitates a

clear interpretation of our results.
The fringes are produced by the transport of
phase information between the separated radiation zones by the atom's induced dipole polarization. In our experiment the spatial separation of
' cm. At a typical
adjacent radiation zones was - —,
beam energy (= 20 keV), the upper-state lifetime"
(18.7 +0.3 nsec) gives a population decay length
of 0.8 cm and a corresponding phase coherence
Photomultiplier
Assembly

6599A
F'It

FIG. 1. Schematic of experiment. The three standing-wave interaction regions are formed by two wellcorrected cat' s-eye retroreQectors. Typical values are
the followirg: i(Ãe+) =3 pA, V =20 kV, and the laser
108 photons/
power is 60 mW. Fluorescence signal
sec reach the multiplier through the f/2 collection op-
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FIG. 3. Diagrammatic representation of the origin of
Ramsey fringes in saturation spectroscopy. Double arrows represent atom beam. Laser beams are represented by wavy arrows. {a) Three-zone case; contribution by the other diagram in the standing-wave case
is coherent. (b) One term in the four-zone case.

FIG. 2. Fluorescence signals. Curve a, most of
beam Doppler profile (full width at half-maximum of
1.41 GHz) showing saturation dip and Ramsey fringes;
V =19.5 kV. Fringe contrast = 3.8%. Curve b, saturation dip observed with two separated laser beams, V
=19.5 kV. Curves c and d, Ramsey fringes and saturation dips at V =35 kv. Curve c, three beams; and
curve d, four beams.

or "dipole" decay length of 1.6 cm. Symmetric
fringes result when the spatial phases in the
three zones are such that they appear to be samples of a large planar wave front. A simple yet
elegant optical system that intrinsically provides
this condition is formed by the opposition of two
cat's -eye retroreflectors. Fermat's principle,
applied to the optical system depicted in Fig. 1,
shows that the necessary constant-phase condition is indeed satisfied.
The experimental observations are shown in
Fig. 2. Figure 2(a) shows most of the beam Doppler profile, the saturated absorption dip, and the
fringes due to the interaction with three equally
spaced standing-wave radiation zones. In the inset, we compare the signals of three different
beam geometries. The upper trace t Fig. 2(b)j is
the fluorescence profile produced when the atomic beam intercepts only two standing waves. No
fringes due to the interaction with two separated
laser beams are observed on the saturated-absorption dip. The middle trace [Fig. 2(c)j shows
the profile for three equally spaced standing
'
waves one easily observes the optical Ramsey"
fringes. Their expected form' is a cosine function multiplied by the saturated-absorption
envelope.
In Fig. 3(a) we pictorially represent the lowestorder terms of an atom's radiative interaction
160

with three zones. The atoms of interest interact
to first order with one running component (say,
the + one) in the first light zone (at x= 0) to produce a polarization p» which is carried with its
natural precession and decay into the second illuminated zone (at x= L). Here a second interaction, with the (+)-running component, produces
a velocity-resolved upper-state population p».
The excited atoms now interact with the ( —)-running component to produce a polarization p».
This polarization carries with it geometrical
phase information which will be discussed below.
In the third zone (at x= 2L) our atoms interact
with a (-) component to produce a ground-state
population pyy and the detected excited-state population p». This sequence of four interactions"
produces in the upper- and lower-state populations a change which is nonlinear in the laser intensity and which manifests the Ramsey interference structure as a function of detuning.
It is
expected that at higher laser field strengths one
would see optical nutation and oscillation with intensity of the fringe amplitudes.
The geometrical aspects of this interaction sequence deserve comment. '~ Since the interaction
regions are large compared with a wavelength,
the density matrix elements discussed above contain rapidly varying geometrical phase factors,
One can show that if the third zone is located at
x= 21., the phases associated with both the entry
position and the Doppler velocity vanish. One also finds the fringe phase due to detuning has a
periodicity of p. We further note that the observed
fringe signals arise from an angular slice of the
atom beam 50 -A/3a, defined by the transit-limited saturation in one zone. By contrast, if the radiation field filled the entire effective aperture
of 2I., only particles in the much smaller angular

"
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interval 56' -X/3L could contribute.
The fringes produced with four equally spaced
light zones are shown in Fig. 2(d). In this case
the spacing between adjacent zones was 3 mm,
about -', that of the three-beam case. Thus the
' times the
fringe frequency separation is about —,
previous value. Figure 3(b) gives pictorial representation of one term in the four-beam case.
There are many possible diagrams at high intensity or with several beams.
With three beams, the frequency separation of
the yn. th fringe from the central one, hv, was
measured as a'function of the atom beam velocity.
The expected relation hv = —,m(v/L), with m =+1,
+2, +3, was found to be satisfied to within the experimental precision of ~10%%u~.
The shape of the fringes is symmetric due to
the intrinsic equal-time property of the cat' seye retroreflectors, if they have ideal lenses
and are correctly focused.
If the cat's eye containing three beams is slightly defocused, one
shifts the phase of the outer zones with respect
to the inner zone, and thus the fringe shape contains an admixture of absorption and dispersion.
Under suitable conditions we obtained a line
shape which had dispersion-shaped fringes but
which was flat near zero detuning. To recover
the fringes alone, one could phase-modulate one
of the zones, for example with matched, oppositepolarity, electro-optic crystals.
An important advantage of Ramsey's method is
that most of the atomic phase evolves when the
atoms are not interacting with the radiation field.
In saturation spectroscopy, power broadening
will thus be minimized.
(We easily observed linewidths as narrow as the 4. 3-MHz natural halfwidth. ) In two-photon spectroscopy, this fieldfree evolution results in a smaller net ac Stark
effect of the line center, as was noted by Baklanov, Chebotayev, and Dubetskii. ' Furthermore,
the two-photon transition probability per unit
Stark shift can be enhanced by focusing. Extremely high resolutions may be expected for atoms
such as bismuth and silver which possess twophoton -accessible metastable levels.
In conclusion, we have observed optical "Ramsey" fringes with the technique of spatially separated beams. We have shown that their symmetry is very good with an interferometric quality
cat' s-eye retroref lector, and so it will be possible to frequency-lock to them with high precision.
For example, this technique may afford an important improvement in the measurement of the
relativistic Doppler shift. 'o The possibility of ap-
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-'P,

(6573plying this scheme to the calcium 'S,
with its 400-Hz natural-linewidth
.A) transition"
limit is tantalizing.
We suggested phase-modulating one zone to allow clean recovery of the
fringe information.
Finally, with the high-intensity theory" (program SHAPE), we have synthesized the optical fringes for separated Gaussian
beams, and for three-zone annular apertures.
These aperture-induced fringes have been observed by one of us (J.C.B.) in an external CH,
cell at 3, 39 pm.
The authors are grateful to C.
Horde for
stimulating discussions about the theory of these
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Stability of the runaway electrons in tokamaks is analyzed. The distinction between
high-density and low-density operation of tokamak discharges is interpreted in terms of
the stability condition obtained. In the unstable case, the temporal evolution of the distribution function of the runaway electron~ is obtained by solving the quasilinear equation.
Time-dependent synchrotron emission from the runaway electrons is calculated,

Recent measurements of cyclotron radiation from low-density tokamak plasmas have shown signifiThe radiation intensity is more than an order of magnitude above the
cantly nonthermal properties'
thermal level expected from the measured temperature, with a broad frequency spectrum having minima at the gyroharmonics; the radiation level is nonsteady with sudden (s 10 @sec) increases in intensity, correlated with loop-voltage spikes, with bursts of x rays and of radiation from &~, to &~„and
with the ion heating.
In this Letter, we attempt to interpret this enhanced radiation as synchrotron
emission by the runaway electrons. '
A specific distribution function of the runaway electrons is obtained by solving the Fokker-Planck
equation in the steady state, and this distribution is then used as the unperturbed runaway distribution
for stability analysis. In the unstable region, the time-dependent quasilinear equation is solved anaWith this time-dependent distrilytically to obtain the nonlinear evolution of the runaway distribution.
bution function of the runaway electrons, we calculate the time evolution of the spectrum of their synchrotron emission, including the effect of reabsorption by the background plasma.
We solve the Fokker-Planck equation in the runaway region where v„&v, = (E,/E)'t'v„v, = (2T, /m)' ',
E, =e InA/Xo', and go' =T, /4mne'. Included is a loss term of the form -v„ f/ vr„saa model to account for the loss of high-energy electrons caused by the imperfect magnetic surfaces, where ~, ' is
the loss rate of particles with v [~&v~. To have a steady state, a source at low energy is introduced to
maintain a constant rate, y„of runaway production given by' y, = 0. 35v, (E/E, ) "'exp(- [(2E,/E)'~'
+E,/4E]], where v, is the electron-electron collision frequency. The Fokker-Planck equation in the
runaway region' is then solved for v ~~»v, to obtain the following steady-state solution
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Eave' The normalization is so chosen that the loss of the runaways is balanced by the runaway production,
i.e. , hn/~ =n, y„where An/n, is the density ratio of the runaways to the bulk thermal electrons, and v
is the average life time of runaway electrons. Moreover, v~ and v„are the velocity components perpendicular and parallel to the electric field, and v, =[Ev, ~,/E, ]'t'v~ is the effective cutoff velocity.
Typically, for low-density discharges, the observed energy of the runaways is cut off at about 200 keV,
corresponding to a value of v, /v, = 12 for a bulk electron temperature of 0. 7 keV. Note that the effective perpendicular temperature of the runaways is enhanced by a, factor (E,/E) ln[Ev~~'/E, v, '] with the
logarithmic factor typically about 2, and is an order of magnitude less than the parallel temperature.
For the stability analysis, we choose, for simplicity, the unperturbed distribution to be a composite
of a bulk of Maxwellian electrons v „~v, = v, (EO/E)'" and a runaway tail given by @q. (1) for
&v, in
a magnetic field aligned with the inductive electric field. The anisotropy of the runaway distribution
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Eo v,

o
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can then drive the plasma wave unstable through the anomalous cyclotron resonance +, +0 =k„v~, . ' This
instability was first qualitatively examined by Kadomtsev and Pogutse and its quasilinear effects have
been qualitatively studied by Shapiro and Shevchenko. ' Here we use the explicit runaway distribution
given by (1) to obtain a definite stability boundary and the quasilinear evolution of the distribution need162

